
 
 

 
 

Basic Ballet Course Syllabus 
Summer Session – 2022 

 
 
Class Meetings: Sundays 9-10am from June 26 – August 21 

theNEST Studio B – 6600 1st Ave NE Seattle, WA 98115 
  
Instructor Details: Jennifer Carroll (she/her), ADP Faculty 

Jennifer@exitspacedance.com / Website: www.apogiatura.com 
 
Course Description 
 
Welcome to Basic Ballet! In this class, I will be teaching you the very basic principles, positions, and steps 
of Classical Ballet. I will be taking everything apart piece by piece, starting out very slowly. I will repeat all 
the material from each class to the next, but as material is repeated, it will be done faster, and with less 
explanation. As the weeks progress, steps will be combined into combinations. Because of the progressive 
nature of this class, it is best if you come every week. This class is the perfect place to ask lots of questions! 
 
The class syllabus will be the standard classical progression: about half of the class will be at the “barre,” 
learning plies, tendus, dégagés, ports des bras, rond des jambes, sur la cou de pied, passé, développé, and 
grand battements. Center floor work will include adagio exercises, petit allegro, grand allegro and pirouettes.  
 
At first the class will be more of a workout for your brain than for your body, but that will change quickly! 
Learning steps is just the means to an end: DANCING! Hopefully, the spirit of dance will be incorporated 
into the nuts and bolts of technique.  
 
If you would like to get more of a workout and make more progress right away, you are welcome to take my 
Beginning Ballet/Conditioning class. This is a drop-in class on Tuesdays from 7:00-8:30, and Saturday 
mornings from 9:00-10:30. It has a quicker pace, with fewer explanations, and with a full 90 minutes, is 
more of a workout. I also teach Beginning Ballet, without the conditioning, on Sundays at 10:30. Some 
dancers find that doing a combination of the Basics along with Beginning or Ballet/Conditioning really 
propels their progress. 
 
With that in mind, I want to acknowledge that ballet has a long history of exclusion – from socio-economic 
status, to skin color, body type, age, and level of training. eXit SPACE is proud to be one of a growing 
number of dance education facilities that stands on the firm notion that ballet is for everybody and every 
body with the intention of embracing every student, elevating individual artistic voices, and decentering the 
historic whiteness in ballet. As a studio, we invite you to embrace your body, your newness to this form, to 
celebrate your bravery for being here, and express any concerns you may have along the way. Welcome! 
 
About the Teacher 
 
I was born and raised in the Seattle area. My advanced professional dance training was in New York at the 
American Ballet Theater School, the Joffrey, and with notable teachers Margaret Craske and Alfredo 
Corvino. I performed as a dancer and actress in NY, and in Seattle with Pacific NW Dance, Mark Morris, 
Seattle Early Dance (Baroque). I have taught at Pacific NW Ballet, Cornish, Interlochen Arts Academy, and 
many others. I have choreographed for dance and theater, and have produced independent concerts in 
collaboration with other dance, music, visual and literary artists. Besides teaching at Exit Space, I have 



 
performed as a solo artist through Thistle Theatre, a puppet theatre company, around the country, and around 
the world (including Bangladesh and Macedonia). 
 
Attached is some basic ballet vocabulary and additional resources. Thank you for coming! I really love ballet 
and love teaching, and I’m very happy you’re here! 
 
Monthly Theme 
 
Injury, Disability, and Physical Integration 
 
eXit SPACE believes that dance is for everybody and every body; your teacher is committed to creating a 
safe space for students of all physical abilities to explore the joy of movement through modern dance. If you 
require modifications or physical transpositions due to injury, disability, or comfort that are not immediately 
offered, please don’t be afraid to ask! Most of the time, a series of options will be provided for any given 
exercise. For some of the people joining us in class, please bear in mind that the most accessible space is 
a scent free space. Please help us create an equitable environment by arriving smelling like only yourself. 

Absences & Makeups 

Dancers are permitted a maximum of two makeup classes per session to be used within the current session or 
the session to follow. Makeups are permitted in any basic class or any level-appropriate one-hour drop-in 
class at eXit SPACE or theNEST. Makeups do not have to be scheduled in advance, but please check in with 
office staff prior to class so they know you’re attending as a Basic makeup. 

Recommended Reading/Viewing 
 
These are a couple of great videos about ballet technique, available on Amazon: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

There are books on the bookshelves at Exit Space that you can borrow. I also suggest going to see live ballet 
when you can: 

 

Pacific Northwest Ballet http://www.pnb.org/ 

UW World Series           http://uwworldseries.org/world-dance/ 

 
 
Welcome to eXit SPACE! 

 

 

Ballet Terminology 

 

Adagio In song, Adagio means "slowly", and in ballet it means slow, enfolding movements. In a 
classical ballet class, the Adagio portion of the lesson concentrates on slow movements to improve the 
dancer's ability to control the leg and increase extension (i.e., to bring the leg into high positions with 
control and ease). 

Allegro From the Italian, meaning gay or joyful. Dance variation characterized by jumps and a faster 
tempo. In petit allegro the dancers execute smaller jumps such as petit jeté and entrechat, while the 
grand allegro is characterized by bigger jumps such as sissone ouverte or grand jeté. 

Arabesque The position of the body supported on one leg, with the other leg 
extended behind the body with the knee straight. 

Assemblé (ah sem blay) Sometimes also pas assemblé. Literally "assembled". A 
movement where the first foot performs a battement glissé/degagé, "swishing" out. 
With the dancer launching into a jump, the second foot then swishes up under the 



 
first foot. The feet meet together in mid-air, and the dance lands with both feet on the floor at the same 
time, in third or fifth position. 

Attitude  A position in which the dancer stands on one leg (known as                          the supporting 
leg) while the other leg (working leg) is lifted and well                       turned out 
with the knee bent at approximately 90-degree angle. The                          lifted or 
working leg can be behind (derrière), in front (devant), or on                            the 
side (à la seconde) of the body. If the leg in attitude derrière is                           
resting on the floor, then the pose is known as B-plus. 

Avant  Forwards, Front. A step travelling en avant moves forwards, towards the 
audience, e.g. sissonne en avant. 

Balancé It is usually executed in three counts The dancer typically begins in fifth 
position, in plié. Before the first count, one foot extends in a degagé, typically to 
second position (though you can balancé front or back, as well). Balancé is often 
confused with pas de valse, a waltz step. However, when doing a balancé the three steps make a "down, 
up, down" motion (fondu, relevé, fondu), whereas in pas de valse, a true waltz, the motion is "down, up, 
up" (fondu, relevé, relevé). 

Battement  It is a kicking movement of the working leg (i.e. the leg that is performing a technique). 
Battements are usually executed in front (en avant or à la quatrieme devant), to the side (à la seconde) 
or back (en arrière or à la quatrieme derrière). 

● battement développé is usually a slow battement in which the leg is first lifted to retiré 
position, then fully extended passing through attitude position.  

● battement fondu is a battement (usually slower) from a fondu (both knees bent, working 
foot on the cou-de-pied of the supporting leg) position and extends until both legs are 
straight. It can be executed double.  

● battement frappé is a battement where the foot moves from sur la cou de pied position 
next to the other ankle, and extends out to a straight position, by doing so hitting the floor 
(the so-called frappé). In the Russian school the foot is wrapped around the ankle, rather 
than flexed and does not strike the floor. In this case, the frappè is given by the working 
foot striking the ankle of the supporting leg. Battements frappès can be executed double.  

● battement glissé is a rapid battement normally taken to 2-3 centimeters off the floor 
(literally means a "gliding" battement). See battement tendu jeté.  

● battement lent is a slow battement, normally taken as high as possible, which involves 
considerable control and strength. Both legs remain straight for 
the whole duration of the movement.  

● battement tendu is a battement where the extended foot never 
leaves the floor. The working foot slides forward or sideways 
from the fifth or first position to reach the forth or second 
position, lifting the heel off the floor and stretching the instep. It 
forms the preparation for many other positions, such as the ronds 
de jambe and pirouette positions.  

● battement tendu jeté (Russian school) is a battement normally 
taken to anywhere from 2 cm off the floor up to 45 degrees, 



 
depending on the style. It is the same as battement dégagé (Cecchetti) or battement glissé 
(French school).  

● grand battement is a powerful battement action where the dancer takes the leg as high 
as possible, while the supporting leg remains straight.  

● grand battement en cloche is a grand battement which continuously "swishes" forwards 
and backwards passing through the first position of the feet (literally: large battement 
with pendulum movement).  

● petit battement is a battement action where the bending action is at the knee, while the 
upper leg and thigh remain still. The working foot quickly alternates from the cou-de-
pied position in the front to the cou-de-pied position in the back, slightly opening to the 
side.  

Batterie  A whole family of techniques involving jumps, where the feet cross quickly in front and 
behind each other, creating a flapping or "beating" effect mid-air and brushing through first position.  
Also called beats in the Royal Academy of Dance (RAD) syllabus. 

Chaînés  This is a common abbreviation for tours chaînés déboulés, which is a series of quick turns on 
alternating feet with progression along a straight line or circle. They are also known as chaînés tournes. 
In classical ballet it is done on the pointes or demi-pointes (on the balls of the feet). 

Changement de pied  Literally "changing of feet". A jump in which the feet change positions in the 
air. For example, beginning in fifth position with the right foot front, plié and jump, switching the right 
to the back, landing with the left foot front in fifth position. In the Vaganova's method, petit changement 
de pieds indicates a changement where the feet barely leave the floor. 

Chassé, literally "to chase". A slide forwards, backwards, or sideways with both legs bent, then 
springing into the air with legs meeting and straightened. It can be done either in a gallop (like children 
pretending to ride a horse) or by pushing the first foot along the floor in a plié to make the springing 
jump up. 

Croisé, croisée Meaning: crossed. One of the directions of                            
épaulement. The dancer stands facing one of the corners of the stage;                       
his/her body is placed at an oblique angle to the audience. The leg may                           
be crossed to the front or to the back. 

Dégagé dégagé to disengage 

Demi meaning half. Applied to plié and pointe and other movements                               
or positions to indicate a smaller or lesser version. 

Derrière At or to the back side. For example, a battement tendu derrière is a battement tendu taken to 
the rear. point/face behind you 

Devant Literally "front". For example, tendu devant would mean stretching the foot to the front, or 
attitude devant would mean executing an attitude to the front. piont/face to front 



 

Développé A common abbreviation for battement développé. A movement in which the leg is first 
lifted to retiré position, then fully extended passing through attitude position. It can be done in front (en 
avant), to the side (à la seconde), or to the back (derrière). 

Échappé Literally "escaped". A movement done from a closed (first or fifth) position to an open 
(second or fourth) position.  

Effacé, effacée Literally "erased" or "obscured". This direction                                     
is termed ouvert in the French method. Effacé is also used to                                    
qualify a pose in which the legs are open, not crossed. This pose                                   
may be taken devant or derrière.  

Elevé Literally "rise". A relevé without the plié, so that the                                      
dancer simply rises directly to demi or pointe from flat feet all                                        
the way to the balls of the feet. 

En croix Meaning "in the shape of a cross" or "the cross." This                                  
term is usually used when doing barre exercises such as                                        
battement tendu and battement frappé. The required movement is 
done to the front, then the side, then back and then again to the side 
(a cross shape). 

En dedans  Movement within a circle so that the leg starts at the back or the side and moves towards 
the front. For the right leg, this is a counter-clockwise circle. For the left leg, this is a clockwise circle. 
For instance, in a ronds de jambe en dedans, starting from first position, the foot (either left or right) 
would first reach tendu back, then move to tendu to the side and then front, to end again in first position. 
It is also considered an inside movement: in a pirouette en dedans the dancer spins towards the side of 
the supporting leg. The opposite is en dehors. 

En dehors  Literally "outwards". Movement within a circle so that the leg starts at the front or the side 
and moves towards the back. For the working leg, this is a clockwise circle. For instance, in a ronds de 
jambe en dehors, starting from first position, the foot (either left or right) would first reach tendu front, 
then move to tendu to the side and then back, to end again in first position.It is also considered an 
outside movement: in a pirouette en dehors the dancer spins towards the side of the working leg (the leg 
raised in passé). En dedans is the opposite. Many people have trouble and confuse en dedans and en 
dehors. En dehors can be remembered with the phrase "En dehors, out the door." 

Épaulement  Literally "shouldering". Rotation of the shoulders and head relative to the hips in a pose 
or a step. 

Fondu  Literally "to melt". Abbreviation for a battement fondu. A term used to describe a lowering of 
the body made by bending the knee of the supporting leg. Saint-Leon wrote, "Fondu is on one leg what a 
plie is on two." 

Fouetté  Literally "whipped". The term indicates either a turn with a quick change in the direction of 
the working leg as it passes in front of or behind the supporting leg, or a quick whipping around of the 
body from one direction to another. There are many kinds of fouetté: petit fouetté (à terre, en demi-
pointe or sauté) and grand fouetté (sauté, relevé or en tournant). An introductory form for beginner 



 
dancers, executed at the barre is as follows: facing the barre, the dancer executes a grand battement to 
the side, then turns the body so that the lifted leg ends up in arabesque position. 

Frappé  Literally "hit" or "strike". See Battement frappé describing hitting the floor or an ankle with a 
moving foot.  

Glissade  Literally, to slide. This is a traveling step starting in fifth position with demi-plié: the front 
foot moves out to a point, both legs briefly straighten as weight is shifted onto the pointed foot, and the 
other foot moves in to meet the first. A glissade can be en avant, en arrière, dessous, and dessus; start in 
fifth position plie, push off back foot moving the front foot forward and bringing the back foot that you 
pushed off on in the front landing in fifth position. 

Grand plié  A full plié, or bending of the knees. The back should be straight and aligned with the 
heels, and the legs are turned out with knees over the feet. As a movement, it should be fluid. It may also 
be in preparation for another movement such as a leap. 

Grand jeté   A long horizontal jump, starting from one  leg 
and landing on the other. 

Jeté  Jeté is a jump from one foot to the other 

Pas de bourrée  It consists of three quick steps i.e.                                                     
behind, side, front.  

Pas de chat  "step of the cat". The dancer jumps sideways, 
and while in mid-air, bends both legs up (two retirés) bringing the feet up as high as possible, with knees 
apart.  

Pas de cheval  "step of the horse". The dancer does a coupé then a small developpé and tendu back 
into starting position. 

Passé  As a position passé means when a foot is placed near or on the other knee. 

Piqué  Literally "pricked". A movement in which the strongly pointed toe of the lifted and extended leg 
sharply lowers to hit the floor then immediately rebounds upward. Same for some as the term pointé.  
Also a movement in which the dancer transfers a stance from one leg in plié to the other leg by stepping 
out directly onto pointe or demi-pointe with a straight leg; for example, a piqué arabesque. 

Pirouette  A controlled turn on one leg, starting with one or both legs in plié and rising onto demi-
pointe (usually for men) or pointe (usually for women). The non-supporting leg can be held in retiré 
position, or in attitude, arabesque level or second position. The pirouette may return to the starting 
position or finish in arabesque or attitude positions, or proceed otherwise. A pirouette is most often en 
dehors turning outwards toward the back leg, but can also be en dedans turning inwards toward the front 
leg. Turning technique includes spotting, in which a dancer executes a periodic, rapid rotation of the 
head that serves to fix the dancer's gaze on a single spot. Spotting is particularly important in traveling 



 
turns such as tours chaînés or piqués because it helps the dancer control the direction of travel while 
keeping balanced. Pirouettes can be executed with a single or multiple rotations. 

Plié   Literally "bent". A smooth and continuous bending of the knees.This can be grand-plié, a bend to 
the deepest position where the heels lift off the floor. For demi-plié the dancer bends knees until just 
below the classical hips while maintaining turn-out at the joints, allowing the thighs and knees to be 
directly above the line of the toes. 

 Port de bras  Literally "carriage of the arms".  

Positions of the feet 

 

 

Relevé  Literally "lifted". Rising from any position to balance on one or both feet on at least demi-
pointe which is heels off the floor or higher to full pointe where the dancer is actually balancing on the 
top of the toes, supported in pointe shoes. Smoothly done in some versions, a quick little leap up in other 
schools. 

Rond de jambe  Literally "circle of the leg". Actually, half-circles made by the pointed foot, returning 
through first position to repeat; creating the letter 'D' on the floor. From front to back rond de jambe en 
dehors, or from back to front rond de jambe en dedans. 

● Rond de jambe à terre: straightened leg with pointed toe remaining on the ground to sweep 
around.  

● Rond de jambe en l'air: in the air. The leg is lifted to the side, movement is only below the 
knee. If the thigh is horizontal, the toe draws an oval approximately between the knee of the 
support leg and the second position in the air. If the thigh is in the lower demi-position then the 
oval is to the calf of the support knee.  



 
● Grand rond de jambe: the leg is straightened and sustained at grand battement height, with the 

foot making the circle high. Requires advanced "extension" flexibility and strength. If not 
reversed, foot returns past the knee.  

Saute  Literally "jump". 

Sissonne  A jump done from two feet to one foot or in some cases two. 

Soutenu en tournant  an “easy” pivot in 5th position 

Sur le cou-de-pied  Literally means, "on the neck of the foot". This is a 
position in which the working foot is placed on the ankle of the supporting 
leg. 

Tendu  Literally, "stretched"; a common abbreviation for battement tendu. Either front, side, or 
backward 

Tombé  Literally to fall.   

Turn-out, turnout  A rotation of the leg from the hips, causing the knee and foot to also turn 
outward. Properly done, the ankles remain erect and the foot arch remains curved and supporting.  Turn-
out technique is a defining characteristic of Classical Ballet. Not all dancers do have a perfect turn-out; 
but it is definitely a measure for selection. In beginner classes, a less-than-perfect turn-out is tolerated to 
save stress to knee joints until the ability is acquired. 

Waltz  Can be used to describe a type of ballet music, counted in 3/4 music tempo (as "one, two, 
three"). 
 


